
Problem report on GNU RADIO wifi tranceiver made by Bastian Bloessl 

Hi everyone, 
I’m working on a wifi IEEE 802.11 a/g/p tranceiver made by Bastian Bloessl and shared on github. 
This IEEE 802.11 a/g/p transceiver for GNU Radio is fitted for operation with 
Ettus N210s and B210s. Interoperability was tested with many off-the-shelf WiFi
cards and IEEE 802.11p prototypes. The code can also be used in simulations.

You can find his project here : https://github.com/bastibl/gr-ieee802-11 
I’m using Gnu Radio 3.7.11 and a USRP ETUS N200. 
I’m working on Unbuntu 18.04, dual booted with Windows. 
Here is the assembly i use : 

I have connected the port RF1 to RF2 with a wire and a 30dB atenuator. 
After I connect the USRP to my computer (Acer) with an ethernet wire. 
I set manually the wire connection settings, with an IPV4 adress of 192.168.10.1 and a subnet mask 
of 255.255.255.0 .

I have first run the simulation program called Wifi Loopback. 

https://github.com/bastibl/gr-ieee802-11


Here is the constellation diagram on the reception part of th tranceiver. We see that it matches 
correctly with BPSK that i put in the instructions. 

Here are the 2 GUI TimeSink, placed before the emission and after the reception signals : 



So for moment it works correctly. 

Afterwards, I tried the tranceiver.grc program . 
I launch the program with a sudo command on the terminal, otherwise it doesn’t work. 



Here you can see the flowgraph of the tranceiver (not in its entirely) : 

As the program in the terminal shows, we allocate a virtual internet interface called tap0. 
We make that in a new terminal. The following screen comes from the principal terminal after the 
command : 



It seems to work, because we receive « D » on the terminal, it’s probably to say « data packet 
received ».  Unfortunately, it doesn’t match with the constellation diagram :  

This one seems to be totally random, like if we were receiving noise. So that i added in the 
flowgraph two GUI Time sink (as you can see in the screenshot above). Here are the results : 



The first graph is the GUI time sink after the receiver USRP and the second one is the GUI time 
sink before the emitter USRP. 
So we have the correct curve in emission (compared to the simulation above) but we don’t receive 
anything in reception (only noise, as suggested by the constellation diagram). 

I have tested the wifi emitter and receiver programs alone too. It was the same problem. 

Then i wanted to see if the data was really emitted from the USRP. So i plugged one antenna on the 
URSP and one antenna on the spectrum analizer (could be done with a wire too). 

I suceeded to see all the subcarriers, the spectrum was centered at 2,4 GHz et had  20 MHz 
bandwidth as predicted by theory.

As conclusion, I have deduced that the USRP emmits data (probably the correct one) but we are not 
able to catch this data in the RF2 output of the USRP (used as input here).  

I have another problem that i can’t fix when executing the benchmark of the USRP , and perhaps it 
comes from that : 



I thank everyone for the reading and I hope you will have ideas on how to solve this problem.

Timothé, a french intern engineer in electronics in Heriot-Watt university (Scotland). 


